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Abstract
We present an effective multi-fidelity framework for shape optimization of super-cavitating hydrofoils using viscous solvers.
We employ state-of-the-art machine learning tools such as multi-fidelity Gaussian process regression and Bayesian optimization
to synthesize data obtained from multi-resolution simulations, and efficiently identify optimal configurations in the design space.
We validate our simulation results against experimental data, and showcase the efficiency of the proposed work-flow in a realistic
design problem involving the shape optimization of a three-dimensional super-cavitating hydrofoil parametrized by 17 design
variables.
c 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
⃝
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1. Introduction
Since the 1950s many numerical models have been formulated with the goal of predicting the flow around cavitating
hydrofoils. The first of these models was based on a linearized cavity theory, initially proposed by Tulin [1] and
extended by Acosta [2] for partially cavitating flows. Tulin’s linearized theory was employed for the analysis of
arbitrary profiles by Wu [3] who later formulated a method based on linear theory and exploiting conformal mapping
for the solution of partially and fully cavitating flows [4]. One of the most relevant flaws of linear theories is the
prediction of an increase of the cavity extent and volume for increased hydrofoil thickness. This is in contrast
both with experimental evidence and with the numerical studies presented by Tulin and Hsu [5] and subsequently
by Uhlman [6]. To this end, corrections to linear models have been proposed (see for instance [7]), but the most
significant progress is represented by the introduction of non-linear potential-flow models solved using Boundary
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Nomenclature
Hydrodynamic and CFD symbols
ṁ + , ṁ −
γ
ν L ,V
ρ L ,V
σ
CC , C V
CL , CD
L, D
p, p S AT
Re
t, t∞
tk
ui
Ur
U∞
y+

Mass transfer rates
Volume Of Fluid function
Water kinematic viscosity (liquid, vapor)
Water density (liquid, vapor)
Cavitation index,= p − pV /1/2ρV 2
Mass transfer model constant
Lift and Drag Coefficients
Lift and Drag Force
Pressure, saturation pressure
Reynolds number
Time coordinate, mean flow time scale
Cavity thickness
Cartesian velocity components
Relative velocity at the interface liquid–vapor
Free stream velocity
Non-dimensional wall distance

Design symbols
α
δ
Γ
Λ
λ
τ
b
c
cR
cT
QoI
xi
x

Angle of attack
Scaling factor
Dihedral angle
Sweep Angle
Aspect ratio
Taper ratio
Span
Mean chord
Root chord
Tip chord
Quantity of Interest
Design variables
Design vector

Multi-Fidelity optimization model symbols
µ̂, σ̂ 2 , σ̂ϵ2 Calibrated mean, variance and noise variance
ŷ
Predicted quantity of interest
κ
Covariance kernel
θ
Hyper-parameters vector
N
Number of scattered observations
R
Covariance matrix of Z (x)
r
Covariance vector
v2
Variance of the prediction ŷ
y
Scattered observation of quantity of interest Y (x)
Y (x), Z (x), E(x) Quantity of Interest, Gaussian Process prior, observation noise
x⋆
Optimal design vector
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Element Methods (BEM). In this respect Kinnas and Fine presented a boundary element approach formulated in
2D [8] and successively extended in 3D [9].
Extended numerical models have been proposed to solve the three dimensional flow around cavitating hydrofoils.
For instance, Nishiyama [10] and later on Furuya [11] solved the problem of a submerged super-cavitating hydrofoil
operating close to the free surface, solving the two dimensional flow on the cross sections and including three
dimensional effects (such as downwash and free surface) using a lifting line theory. Other important contributions
to the analysis of three dimensional partially cavitating hydrofoils have been presented by Uhlman [12] and by Van
Houten [13] who formulated theories mostly applicable to high aspect ratio hydrofoils.
In the earliest models, the cavity is assumed to be a domain boundary consisting of a vapor film on which specific
dynamic and kinematic boundary conditions are imposed. The pressure inside the cavity is assumed constant. The
complexity in predicting an unsteady multi-phase turbulent flow motivated the development of many numerical models
based on simplified fluid-dynamic theories. More recently Young and Kinnas [14] developed a BEM able to solve for
unsteady cavitating flows (see also [15] and [16]).
When working in excess of about 50 knots, hydrofoils experience cavitation that rapidly causes a significant
decrease in the developed lift. In these operating conditions, cavitation cannot be avoided hence it becomes a design
condition. Hydrofoils providing a meaningful lift at speed higher than about 50 knots need to be designed in order
to avoid an unstable cavitating regime. This condition, known as super-cavitating flow, requires the cavity to detach
from the leading edge enveloping the entire suction surface and closing far enough in the wake.
The lack of systematic data about super-cavitating hydrofoils performance, requires us to tackle their design
through an optimization procedure based on physics based numerical simulations. Moreover, detailed parametrizations
of the hydrofoil shape lead to high-dimensional design spaces. Consequently, the computational requirements of
numerical models become a primary concern for designers. Two conflicting tasks need to be addressed when
optimizing designs in highly dimensional spaces: on one hand objective functions must rely on accurate flow solvers
able to capture complex multi-phase physics [17]: on the other hand, fast computational tools are required to provide
sufficient data to properly address the optimization problem.
Typical shape optimization studies have been performed using potential flow or Euler based CFD techniques for
conventional hydrofoils. One of the earliest studies was presented by Quagliarella who optimized the shape of a
2D airfoil using potential flow and genetic algorithms for the global minimum search [18]. In the marine field,
Djavareshkian presented an adaptive network fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) to obtain design space from non
continuous variables, and particle swarm optimization (PSO) to maximize the performance of a submerged noncavitating hydrofoil at different angles of attack and distances from the free-surface [19]. More recently gradient
based models have been used to perform shape optimization studies using high fidelity computational techniques
such as RANS models. For example, Garg et al. presented a multi-point shape optimization study for a 3D marine
hydrofoil using a sparse non linear based adjoint optimizer [20]. They used a free form deformation volume approach
to parametrize a conventional hydrofoil in a high-dimensional design space, significantly improving the performance
of a NACA 0009 hydrofoil. Viscous CFD models have been used also by Srinath and Mittal who employed a finite
element gradient method based on streamline-upwind Petrov/Galerkin scheme to maximize the performance of a 2D
airfoil operating at low Reynolds number [21].
Objective functions calculated with high fidelity solvers lead to an overall increase of the computational effort
required for shape optimization, especially when local minimum search is performed with genetic or differential
evolution algorithms, as the one presented for instance by Vernengo et al. [22]. The optimization study presented in
this paper considers a very complex unsteady turbulent multi-phase flow that cannot be properly addressed using low
fidelity fluid dynamic models such as potential flow methods.
Shape optimization success strictly depends on the geometry parametrization. Samareh presented a survey on the
parametrization techniques available for high fidelity multi-disciplinary shape optimization [23]. When predicting
quantities of interest using CFD, the parametrization process needs to provide a meaningful geometry representation
able on one hand to capture the variations having the greatest impact on the quantity of interest, and on the other hand
minimizing the number of variables in order to maintain a feasible computational effort.
The optimization of cavitating and super-cavitating hydrofoils is complicated by the inherent flow complexity that
needs to be addressed to properly predict their hydrodynamic performance. The multi-fidelity optimization framework
presented in this study aims to construct a cost-effective methodology for blending different fidelity information
towards constructing accurate response surfaces for the optimization of super-cavitating hydrofoils. The complexity
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of the physical problem involving unsteady turbulent flow with phase change requires a multiple stage design process.
In the present study we consider an intermediate stage in which we aim to formulate a robust optimization framework
involving a limited number of design parameters and simplified physics. This allows us to test the validity of the
multi-fidelity framework reducing computational costs and providing valuable information on the main challenges of
this particular application.
In the present study we simplified the physical problem neglecting free surface effects and optimizing a fully
submerged hydrofoil with the specific intent of limiting the number of variables involved in the design process and
the complexity of the fluid dynamic solver used for the prediction of the Quantities of Interest (QoIs). Our simulation
framework is based on the solution of the multi-phase URANS equations, presented for the prediction of cavitating
flows around any 2D hydrofoils shape [24] and successively extended to consider three dimensional geometries. The
parametric model presented for 2D super-cavitating hydrofoils by Vernengo et al. [22] has been opportunely extended
in order to represent three dimensional shapes. The numerical model has been verified and validated in a recent study
by Bonfiglio et al. [25] using experiments performed by Kermeen [26] for a conventional super-cavitating shape.
Multi-fidelity optimization models have been already presented in the aeronautical field, for example Choi
et al. performed a shape optimization analysis constructing hierarchical multi-fidelity response surface efficiently
combining linear panel model with multi-resolution Navier–Stokes solvers [27]. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first time such tools are applied for the shape optimization of super-cavitating hydrofoils. In this study we employ a
multi-resolution approach based on URANSE simulations, where high fidelity data are generated by resolving the flow
at a high resolution grid, while low fidelity data correspond to low resolution simulations. These simulation outputs
are then blended together using multi-fidelity Gaussian process regression [28–31] to build response surfaces for the
hydrodynamic quantities of interest, while quantifying the uncertainty associated with the surrogate model predictions.
Optimal shapes are then identified through a Bayesian optimization loop that allows us to keep the high-fidelity model
evaluations at a minimum. By exploiting the cross-correlation structure between the low- and high-fidelity, we can
effectively use low resolution simulations on a very large set of design samples, and therefore reduce the overall
optimization cost by orders of magnitude.
2. Hydrofoil design via multi-fidelity Bayesian optimization
Our goal is to identify optimal hydrofoil shapes that minimize the drag to lift ratio while ensuring a stable cavitating
regime as characterized by minimum requirements for the cavity thickness on the hydrofoil suction surface. All
quantities of interest are computed by solving the three dimensional flow around super-cavitating hydrofoils using an
Unsteady Reynolds Averaged Navier–Stokes Equations (URANSE) model on finite volume numerical grids. A multiresolution approach has been used to generate two different sources of information characterized by different fidelity.
In this section we present the main components of the Simulation Based Design (SBD) framework. We first describe
the parametric model used for the description of the hydrofoil geometry in the design space and later we present the
simulation framework specifically conceived and developed for the numerical prediction of super-cavitating flows
around three dimensional hydrofoils.
2.1. Parametric hydrofoil model
The family of the super-cavitating hydrofoils analyzed in this study adopts an unconventional 2D section shape,
specifically designed by Brizzolara [32] to ensure high hydrodynamic efficiency over a wide range of operating
conditions. Conventional super-cavitating hydrofoils feature a sharp leading edge and a blunt trailing edge ensuring
cavity detachment at very high speeds. Their design is indeed conceived to efficiently operate only when a stable
vapor cavity envelops the entire suction surface, enclosing many chords aft the trailing edge. The shape of the SubCavitating/Super-Cavitating (SBSC) unconventional hydrofoil presented in this study features a pointed leading edge
ensuring cavity detachment at the operating conditions, and a sharp corner (face cavitator), triggering base cavitation
at intermediate speeds or at high speeds and lower angles of attack.
At very high speeds (low cavitation numbers) and higher angles of attack the hydrofoil is fully enclosed in
a vapor cavity (Super-Cavitating conditions). The trailing edge of the SBSC 2D hydrofoil has been tapered to
provide a sufficient pressure recovery (hence higher lift) when working at lower speed (sub-cavitating conditions).
As demonstrated by Brizzolara and Bonfiglio [33], this innovative 2D hydrofoil is able to ensure high performance
also in sub-cavitating conditions, where conventional super-cavitating hydrofoils perform very poorly.
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Fig. 1. Parametric model of the 2D hydrofoil section [22]. Four B-spline curves have been used to define the pressure and the suction surfaces on
the forward part as well as the tail of the SCSB hydrofoil. These curves are generated from a control polygon indicated by means of black dashed
lines connecting circular dots. Control points position, represented by means of green circular dots is parametrized through variables xi . Red dots
represent fixed location. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

We conceived a parametric model describing the super-cavitating hydrofoil by means of a design vector x consisting
of 17 variables. The 2D foil shape is parametrically defined by a set of 4 B-Splines curves joining at specific functional
points where C0, C1, C2 conditions are imposed (see Fig. 1). Control points on the hydrofoil face have a direct impact
on lift and drag forces while points on the suction side directly affect the cavity thickness while maintaining sufficient
structural characteristics. Four control points (mi , i = 1, 2, 3, 4) are employed for the definition of the hydrofoil
pressure surface and allow for a double curvature profile. This generally leads to higher lift force while reducing flow
separation at higher angles of attack. A fifth point (m5 ) controls the vertical position of the face cavitator, regulating the
cavity detachment position at the trailing edge. The shape of the suction surface is controlled by 5 points. Point m6 ,
regulates the thickness of the hydrofoil at the leading edge safeguarding against fluttering dynamic instability. At
specific operating conditions, the shape of the vapor cavity depends on the curvature of the hydrofoil back controlled
through the relative position of points m7 and m8 . The tail of the hydrofoil is tapered by points m9 and m10 position
which is fixed in the chord-wise direction and vertically depends on point m8 . Lastly, red circles in Fig. 1 represent
points having fixed position and not included in the parametric description. The non-dimensional geometry of the 2D
section is kept constant along the span of the hydrofoil.
The geometry of the three dimensional super-cavitating hydrofoil is provided by a B-spline representation similar to
the one proposed by Cosentino and Holst [34] and later on by Anderson and Venkatakrishnan [35]. The 3D geometry
of the hydrofoil is defined by variable x16 representing the taper ratio τ and defining the trapezoidal shape of the 3D
hydrofoil. The root chord C R = 0.9 m is fixed and the tip chord is then defined as a function of the taper ratio:
cR
cT =
.
(1)
τ
The bounds for τ have been selected in order to reduce the hydrofoil weight (smaller for higher τ ). Considering the
operating requirements of the surface-piercing super-cavitating hydrofoil, we selected a dihedral angle of Γ = 40◦ to
ensure sufficient roll stability and a fixed aspect ratio of λ = 2.5. After defining a random value for x16 the hydrofoil
mean chord c is defined by the following relation:
( cR
)
+ cR
c= τ
.
(2)
2
Hydrofoil span b is determined from the mean chord and the λ:
b = cλ.

(3)

The 3D geometry is obtained by scaling the 2D hydrofoil defined by the first 15 parameters, according to a factor (δ)
which depends on x16 . Considering a reference system with z axis coincident with the span-wise direction and x axis
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Table 1
Benchmark design and bounds of design variables.
Variable

Benchmark

ximin

ximax

x1
x2
x3
x4
x5
x6
x7
x8
x9
x10
x11
x12
x13
x14
x15
x16
x17

7.764E−2
2.756E−1
3.581E−1
5.438E−1
2.58E−3
7.23E−3
1.767E−2
2.297E−2
5.3E−4
1.981E−1
3.946E−1
5.19E−1
3.161E−2
6.041E−1
7.299E−2
3
15

7.835E−2
2.471E−1
4.003E−1
5.274E−1
3.803E−3
9.3E−3
1.386E−2
8.803E−3
2.563E−3
1.774E−1
3.693E−1
5.266E−1
2.817E−2
5.658E−2
6.975E−2
2
10

8.806E−2
2.777E−1
4.499E−1
5.927E−1
4.274E−3
1.045E−2
1.558E−2
9.893E−3
2.881E−3
1.994E−1
4.151E−1
5.918E−1
3.166E−2
6.359E−2
7.839E−2
4
20

coincident with the chord-wise direction, we applied a uniform scaling factor δ, selected according to the taper ratio
τ to each wing section i:
)
(
1
−1 ,
(4)
δ = 1 + z(i)
τ
where z(i) represents the span-wise location of each wing section and it is defined such as z = 0 at the root and
z = b cos (Γ ) at the tip. The hydrofoil is designed to operate at a fixed flow incidence of 10◦ (design angle of attack)
in order to ensure a stable cavity on the hydrofoil suction surface. The angle of attack is obtained by rotating each
wing section around the hydrofoil span-wise axis. Finally a chord-wise translation xs (i) depending on the sweep angle
Λ has been applied to each wing section:
xs = z(i) tan(Λ).

(5)

N = 100 sections are generated along the span of the hydrofoil and the 3D surface is obtained by lofting them
across the span. The tip shape of the hydrofoil is squared. Selecting a random vector x in the 17th dimensional design
space bounded by the values presented in Table 1 uniquely defines the shape of a three dimensional super-cavitating
hydrofoil. Table 1 presents minima and maxima for each component of the design vector (ximin ≤ xi ≤ ximax for
i = 1, . . . , 17) as well as values selected for the benchmark hydrofoil described in Fig. 2.
2.2. URANS based simulation framework
The proposed multi-fidelity Bayesian optimization relies on two different fidelity information sources describing
hydrofoil performance in terms of transient-free lift and drag coefficients as well as cavity thickness at specific
hydrofoil locations. These metrics are provided by an automatic CFD simulation framework specifically tailored
to this particular application. The main advantages of this framework are the simple interface with external tools for
geometry generation and the minimal requirement of input data which reduce the simulation set-up burden, provide a
parametric mesh for any hydrofoil shape, and effectively speed up the systematic runs of the numerical solver while
ensuring consistency and robustness of the results. The capability of dealing with any type of hydrofoil geometry
makes this framework particularly suitable for the numerical prediction of objective functions in shape optimization
problems.
Predictions of super-cavitating hydrofoil performance are obtained through a CFD package [36] based on the
numerical solution of the URANS equations for a turbulent cavitating flow. A finite volume technique is used to
describe a computational domain specifically designed for this particular application. Results are provided in terms of
transient-free time-averaged lift and drag coefficients as well as time-averaged cavity thickness predicted in different
locations on the hydrofoil surface.
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Fig. 2. Benchmark geometry obtained through the combination of 17 random variables indicated in Table 1. Main dimension and definitions
indicated in the figure.

2.2.1. URANS physical model
The fluid dynamic problem is governed by the continuity and momentum equations which are solved in a Cartesian
reference frame for the pressure and velocity unknowns:
∂(ρu i )
= 0,
∂ xi
∂(u i u j )
∂u i
∂
∂u i
1 ∂p
+
=
(ν
)−
+ gi .
∂t
∂x j
∂x j ∂x j
ρ ∂ xi

(6)

The numerical solution of this system of PDEs is complicated by the high Reynolds number flow involved in our
application: Re = Uνc ≈ 5e6. This requires a very high resolution in both temporal and spatial discretization,
significantly increasing the computational complexity of the problem. The solution of the turbulent flow around the
hydrofoil has been achieved applying a Reynolds averaging technique to the N–S equations. k-ϵ turbulence model has
been used to provide the closure equations required for the solution of the Reynolds stresses [37].
When marine hydrofoils operate at very high speeds, the pressure field could drop below the vapor pressure value,
causing water vaporization at constant temperature. Unsteady vaporization and condensation of the fluid interacts with
the turbulent boundary layer in a strongly time varying flow pattern. The individual bubble dynamics is not captured by
the solver, but volumes of fluid intersected by cavitation bubbles are treated as homogeneous fluid having a variable
density and viscosity, which depends on the fraction of liquid volume occupied by vapor bubbles. The solution of
unsteady RANS equations is therefore complicated by the presence of a fluid interface due to the simultaneous
presence of two different water phases: liquid and vapor: additional equations are required for the solution of the
non-linear fluid dynamic problem. The determination of the interface between vapor and liquid phase has been
obtained using the Volume of Fluid surface capturing technique [38]. This method relies on the definition of a scalar
function γ describing the balance of two different phases within each control volume. In such way, each cell is filled
with water at two different phases: liquid L and vapor V , whose characteristics are defined by means of the scalar
function γ :
ρ = (1 − γ ) ρ L + γρV ,

ν = (1 − γ ) ν L + γ νV .

(7)
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Fig. 3. Computational domain and cell distribution for the 3D URANS numerical simulations of super-cavitating hydrofoils. Higher resolution
is used in the boundary layer (near body refinement region) and in the wake where the cavity, highlighted with color scale, is expected (cavity
development region). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

The VOF function γ is numerically calculated in cavitating flow conditions by solving the following transport
equation:
ṁ
∂γ
+ ∇  (γ U ) + ∇  [γ (1 − γ ) Ur ] =
.
(8)
∂t
ρV
In the context of the present study we employed the cavitation model proposed by Kunz et al. [39], describing the
mass transfer term through the following equation:
ṁ = ṁ + − ṁ − .

(9)
+

Here the vaporization term ṁ is proportional to the liquid volume fraction in the amount by which the pressure is
below the vapor pressure while the transformation of vapor to liquid, ṁ − , is a polynomial (third order) function of the
vapor volume fraction γ :
ṁ + =

C V ρV γ min [0, p − p S AT ]
)
(1
,
ρ U2 t
2 L ∞ ∞

ṁ − =

CC ρV γ 2 (1 − γ )
.
t∞

(10)

Standard values of CC = 1000 and C V = 1000 have been used.
The numerical solution of the flow governing equations is provided using the open source libraries of OpenFOAM
based on a finite volume approach with a collocated arrangement of variables. Forces are numerically calculated
integrating the pressure distribution and the shear stresses on the hydrofoil surface.
2.2.2. Parametric grid generation
Each hydrofoil is described by means of a triangulated surface mesh serving as input of the grid generation module.
According to the particular flow features (cavitating, non-cavitating) a specific computational domain is designed
around the hydrofoil. The size of the computational domain is selected according to hydrofoil main dimensions, in
particular the inlet is positioned at x = −2b − 3c5 , the outlet at x = 8b + 3c5 , the lateral boundaries at y = ±2b ± 3t5 , the
bottom at z = 5b
. The root chord of the hydrofoil is embedded in the top boundary of the computational domain. Here
2
we indicate with b the hydrofoil span, with c the mean chord and with t = b sin(Λ) the size of the hydrofoil in the y
direction. Fig. 3 presents an overview of the discretization of the computational domain. We first define a background
mesh of structured elements distributed
in
in
[
] order[ to increase
] the resolution
[
] a box containing the hydrofoil and having
the following dimensions: x ∈ − 3c5 ; 3c5 , y ∈ − 3t5 ; 3t5 and z ∈ − 3b
; 3b
. Geometrical progressions have been used
5
5
to coarsen the grid resolution moving towards the outlet and the side walls. The hydrofoil surface mesh, resulting from
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Fig. 4. Sketch of the wedge super-cavitating hydrofoil tested by [26]. Aspect Ratio (λ ≡ 2b
c = 4). Hydrofoil chord: c = 0.0381 m. Hydrofoil span
b = 0.0762. Angle of attack α defined as the angle between the undisturbed flow and the hydrofoil pressure surface.

the parametric model previously described, is intersected with the background grid through an iterative procedure that
first increases mesh resolution at the intersection and then discards cells having their centroids inside the hydrofoil
surface. Cell vertexes of this jagged mesh are successively projected on the hydrofoil surface and repeatedly extruded
in order to obtain layers of prismatic cells suitable for resolving boundary layers. Fig. 3 presents an overview of the
numerical grid designed around the hydrofoil.
A first domain region close to the hydrofoil has been further refined in order to increase the accuracy of the flow
solution where pressure and velocity gradients are more important (boundary layer). The resolution of the numerical
grid has been increased downstream the hydrofoil trailing edge with the specific goal of increasing the accuracy of
the time-dependent cavitating flow pattern prediction obtained through the surface capturing technique previously
described.
2.2.3. Validation and verification study: wedge hydrofoil
The 3D simulation framework employed in the present study has been validated against experiments performed at
the Caltech cavitation tunnel by Kermeen [26]. The conventional super-cavitating hydrofoil presented in Fig. 4 features
a sharp pointed leading edge designed to induce cavity detachment at high angles of attack α and low cavitation
indexes. The blunt trailing edge ensures face cavity detachment when the hydrofoil operates at higher α, while
triggering base cavitation and separation when working at very low α or high cavitation indexes. The availability of
this extensive experimental data-set allows us to validate the simulation framework for a conventional super-cavitating
hydrofoil at different operating conditions in terms of angles of attack (α) and cavitation indexes (σ ).
Fig. 5 presents flow snapshots at four different operating conditions. The significant pressure drop caused by higher
flow velocities (low cavitation indexes) enhances vapor production and results in longer and thicker cavities. This is
demonstrated in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) for a low angle of attack (α = 0◦ ) and in Figs. 5(c) and 5(d) for a high angle of
attack (α = 18◦ ). At lower angles of attack, the cavity detaches from the blunt trailing edge (base cavitation), while at
higher α cavitation is triggered at the leading edge. At higher cavitation indexes, the cavity shrinks down and becomes
very unstable (Fig. 5(d)) until gradually disappearing at lower α (Fig. 5(b)).
The validation study is summarized in Fig. 6, presenting results in terms of lift (Figs. 6(a) and 6(c)) and drag
coefficients (Figs. 6(b) and 6(d)) over a wide range of angles of attack at two different cavitation indexes. The
agreement between 3D RANSE and experimental results is satisfactory both at low and high cavitation indexes,
hence confirming its validity for the prediction of the hydrodynamic characteristics of super-cavitating hydrofoils.
2.3. Low and high fidelity information sources
The complexity of the 3D physical problem targeted in the present study requires the application of expensive
high fidelity solvers for the prediction of hydrofoil performance. Design optimization in 17 dimensions using a 3D
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(a) σ = 0.1, α = 0◦ .

(b) σ = 0.5, α = 0◦ .

(c) σ = 0.1, α = 18◦ .

(d) σ = 0.5, α = 18◦ .

Fig. 5. Three dimensional URANS simulation. Time averaged results for the Kermeen hydrofoil presented in Fig. 4. Cavity shape is represented
by the white iso-surface VoF = 0.5. At lower σ and α stable base cavitation is experienced (Fig. 5(a)). A stable super-cavitating regime is found at
σ = 0.1 and α = 18 (Fig. 5(c)). At higher σ (0.5) cavitation becomes intermittent (Figs. 5(b) and 5(d)).

URANS solver and conventional global convergence techniques such as genetic algorithm would require enormous
computational resources. Vernengo et al. presented a similar optimization study on a 2D super-cavitating hydrofoil
using a differential evolution algorithm that required more than 60,000 steady-state potential flow simulations in
order to achieve an optimal shape in a 15 dimensional design space [22]. The complexity of the three dimensional,
unsteady, turbulent, multi-phase flow pattern, requires modeling accuracy that steady-state potential flow solvers
cannot guarantee.
To address this problem, we put forth a multi-fidelity approach for the formulation of probabilistic surrogate models
describing QoIs in the 17-dimensional design space. To this end, we adjust the fidelity of the URANS solution by
generating two numerical grids of different refinement with the specific goal to decrease the computational effort
for low fidelity predictions while increasing the accuracy when using high resolution grids. These two fidelity levels
have been obtained by modulating the resolution of the background grid and the level of refinement of the cells
intersecting the hydrofoil surface finally generating a high- and a low-fidelity grid of approximately 3.5 M and 0.5 M
cells, respectively. Fig. 7 presents the comparison between the low and the high fidelity discretization. The significant
reduction of cells has been specifically conceived in order to maintain a sufficiently high resolution close to the
hydrofoil surface and in the cavity development region in order to capture the influence of small perturbations in the
hydrofoil geometry.
3. Nonlinear regression with Gaussian processes
The core of the multi-fidelity optimization presented in this paper is the formulation of surrogate models obtained
by blending low- and high-fidelity simulations. To this end, we employ a Bayesian non-parametric regression
framework to model N scattered observations y of a quantity of interest Y (x) as a realization of a Gaussian process
(GP) Z (x), x ∈ Rd . In this particular case we have at our disposal deterministic observations obtained through URANS
simulations performed on each hydrofoil x having d = 17 dimensions. We can describe the observation model as:
Y (x) = Z (x) + E(x),

(11)
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(a) Lift coefficient—σ = 0.1.

(b) Drag coefficient—σ = 0.1.

(c) Lift coefficient—σ = 0.5.

(d) Drag coefficient—σ = 0.5.
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Fig. 6. Kermeen hydrofoil: time-averaged force coefficients at σ = 0.3. Black dots indicating 3D URANS Prediction while red triangles indicating
cavitation tunnel measurements.

(a) Low fidelity resolution.

(b) High fidelity resolution.

Fig. 7. Low and High fidelity solutions are achieved using computational domain discretizations of different resolutions. The high fidelity mesh is
averagely composed by 3.5 millions cells while low fidelity grid consists in 0.5 million cells mostly distributed close to the hydrofoil surface and in
the cavity development region. High fidelity resolution is characterized by y+ < 100, low fidelity resolution is characterized by y+ > 280. High
fidelity predictions require approximately 3 h on 256 cores while low fidelity predictions less than 2 h on 32 cores.
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where E(x) represents modeling errors assumed to be a zero-mean Gaussian random field, i.e., E(x) ∼ N (0, σϵ2 I ).
The prior distribution on Z (x) is completely characterized by a mean µ(x) = E[Z (x)] and covariance κ(x, x′ ; θ )
function, where θ is a vector of hyper-parameters. Typically, the choice of the prior reflects our belief on the structure,
regularity, and other intrinsic properties of the quantity of interest Y (x). Throughout this work a Matern 5/2 kernel
is used [28]. However, our primary goal here is not just drawing random fields from the prior but to incorporate the
knowledge contained in the observations y in order to reconstruct the field Y (x). This can be achieved by computing
the conditional distribution π( ŷ|y, θ), where ŷ(x⋆ ) contains the predicted values for Y (x) at a new set of locations
x⋆ . If a Gaussian prior is assumed on the hyper-parameters θ then π ( ŷ|y, θ) is obviously Gaussian, and provides a
predictive scheme for the estimated values ŷ. Once Z (x) has been trained on the observed data via maximum likelihood
estimation [28], its calibrated mean µ̂, variance σ̂ 2 , and noise variance σ̂ϵ2 are known and can be used to evaluate the
predictions ŷ, as well as to quantify the prediction variance v 2 as (see [40] for a complete derivation),
ŷ(x⋆ ) = µ̂ + r T (R + σ̂ϵ2 I )−1 (y − 1µ̂),
]
[
[1 − r T (R + σ̂ϵ2 I )−1r ]2
,
v 2 (x⋆ ) = σ̂ 2 1 − r T (R + σ̂ϵ2 I )−1r +
1T (R + σ̂ϵ2 I )−1 1

(12)
(13)

where R = κ(x, x′ ; θ ) is the N × N covariance matrix of Z (x), r = κ(x, x⋆ ; θ) is a 1 × N vector containing the
correlation between the prediction and the N training points, and 1 is a 1 × N vector of ones. Note, that for σϵ2 = 0
the predictor exactly interpolates the training data y, returning zero variance at these locations.
3.1. Multi-fidelity modeling via recursive Gaussian processes
Multi-fidelity modeling introduces a probabilistic regression framework for seamlessly blending variable fidelity
information sources. Efficient information fusion from diverse sources is enabled through recursive GP schemes [30]
combining s levels of fidelity and producing outputs yt (xt ), at locations xt ∈ Dt ⊆ Rd , sorted by increasing order
of fidelity, and modeled by GPs Z t (x), t = 1, . . . , s. Our starting point is the auto-regressive scheme of Kennedy &
O’Hagan [31] which reads as
Z t (x) = ρt−1 (x)Z t−1 (x) + δt (x), t = 2, . . . , s,

(14)

where Rt = κt (xt , x t ; θ̂t ) is the Nt × Nt covariance matrix of Z t (x), δt (x) is a Gaussian field independent of
{Z t−1 , . . . , Z 1 }, and distributed as δt ∼ N (µδt , σt2 Rt (θt )). Also, {µδt , σt2 } are mean and variance parameters, while
ρ(x) is a scaling factor that quantifies the correlation between {Z t (x), Z t−1 (x)}. The set of unknown model parameters
{µδt , σt2 , ρt−1 , θt } is typically learned from data using maximum likelihood estimation.
The key idea of Le Gratiet [30] is to replace the Gaussian field Z t−1 (x) in Eq. (14) with a Gaussian field Z̃ t−1 (x) that
is conditioned on all known observations {yt−1 , yt−2 , . . . , y1 } up to level (t −1), while assuming that the corresponding
experimental design sets Di , i = 1, . . . , t − 1 have a nested structure, i.e. Dt−1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ D2 ⊆ D1 . This essentially
allows to decouple the s-level auto-regressive problem to s independent Gaussian process regression problems that
can be efficiently computed and are guaranteed to return a predictive mean and variance that is identical to the coupled
Kennedy and O’Hagan scheme [31]. To underline the advantages
approach, note that the scheme of Kennedy
∑ of this∑
and O’Hagan requires inversion of covariance matrices of size st=1 Nt × st=1 Nt , where Nt is the number of observed
training points at level t. In contrast, the recursive approach involves the inversion of s covariance matrices of size
Nt × Nt , t = 1, . . . , s.
Once Z t (x) has been trained on the observed data {yt , yt−1 , . . . , y1 }, the optimal set of hyper-parameters
{µ̂t , σ̂t2 , σ̂ϵ2t , ρ̂t−1 , θ̂t } is known and can be used to evaluate the predictions ŷt , as well as to quantify the prediction
variance vt2 at all points in x⋆t (see Le Gratiet [30] for a derivation),
′

ŷt (x⋆t ) = µ̂t + ρ̂t−1 ŷt−1 (x⋆t ) + rtT (Rt + σ̂ϵ2t I )−1 [yt (xt ) − 1µ̂t − ρ̂t−1 ŷt−1 (xt )]
[
]
[1 − rtT (Rt + σ̂ϵ2t I )−1rt ]2
⋆
2
T
2 −1
2 ⋆
2
2
vt (xt ) = ρ̂t−1 vt−1 (xt ) + σ̂t 1 − rt (Rt + σ̂ϵt I ) rt +
.
1tT (Rt + σ̂ϵ2t I )−1 1t

(15)
(16)

where Rt = κt (xt , x′ t ; θ̂t ) is the Nt × Nt covariance matrix of Z t (x), rt = κt (xt , x⋆t ; θ̂t ) is a 1× Nt vector containing the
correlation between the prediction and the Nt training points, and 1t is a 1 × Nt vector of ones. Note that for t = 1 the
above scheme reduces to the standard GP regression scheme of Eqs. (12), (13). Also, κt (xt , x′ t ; θt ) is the covariance
kernel that quantifies spatial correlations at level t.
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Table 2
Main characteristics of the hydrofoil benchmark geometry described in
the 17-dimensional design space presented in Table 1.
Variable

Value

Root chord [m]
Hydrodynamic chord [m]
Aspect ratio
Taper ratio
Dihedral angle [deg]
Angle of attack [deg]
Sweep angle [deg]

0.9
0.66
2.5
3
40
10
15

4. Quantities of interest and benchmark hydrofoil
The multi-fidelity surrogate models are here used to identify hydrofoil shapes maximizing performance in terms
of lift–drag ratio, ensuring a stable cavitating regime. Operating conditions are determined in terms of flow incidence
(α = 10◦ ) and cavitation index, defined as the ratio between the difference of the local absolute pressure p and
the saturation pressure ( p S AT ) and the kinetic energy per unit of volume (ρ representing the fluid density and V the
undisturbed velocity):
p − p S AT
.
(17)
σ = 1
2
ρU∞
2
We reduced the computational effort by increasing the time-stepping of URANS simulations, yet maintaining low
Courant numbers and reducing flow velocity and atmospheric pressure. Numerical simulations performed at constant
cavitation index and lower Reynolds number correspond to cavitation tunnel experiments at controlled (lower)
atmospheric pressure and lower flow velocity. The set-up selected for the present problem is U∞ = 6.87 m/s and
σ = 0.05.
For each geometry i we predict the hydrodynamic efficiency and we compare it with the L/D of the benchmark
geometry described in Table 1. This QoIi is hence defined for each hydrofoil as:
( ) ( )
L
L
QoI1,i =
/
.
(18)
D i D B
( )
( )
In Eq. (18) DL i is the efficiency of the i geometry, as opposed to the efficiency of the benchmark hydrofoil: DL B .
With the lift generation being the main purpose of the super-cavitating hydrofoil, we impose constraints in order to
discard hydrofoils characterized by low or high values of lift coefficient C L (QoI2,i ):
C L ∈ [0.09, 0.11] .

(19)

One of the great challenges in the design of super-cavitating hydrofoils is the maintenance of a stable cavity
enveloping their entire wing suction surface. In order to verify the stability of the flow regime we included in the multifidelity framework additional quantities of interest providing cavity thickness prediction at 10% of the hydrodynamic
chord. To this end, we sampled the flow domain in the direction perpendicular to the hydrofoil surface at 10% of
the chord, in order to measure the cavity thickness at three span-wise locations, ultimately defining three additional
quantities of interest: tk25%b (QoI3,i ), tk50%b (QoI4,i ) and tk75%b (QoI5,i ) that need to satisfy a minimum requirement
of 0.0132 m.
The root wing section of the benchmark hydrofoil is presented in Fig. 8. The shape of the 2D hydrofoil featuring a
single curvature pressure surface, is very similar to the Johnson two-terms profile [41], also known as the Tulin–Burkat
hydrofoil [42]. The three dimensional shape of the benchmark hydrofoil has been obtained using taper ratio (x16 ) and
sweep angle (x17 ) as indicated in Table 2.
In order to verify the numerical model we performed a mesh sensitivity analysis with the goal to verify the highfidelity resolution employed for the construction of the multi-fidelity stochastic response surface. Table 3 presents
results of the mesh sensitivity study performed on the benchmark design using a set of five differently refined grids.
Mesh M1 consists of approximately 630,000 cells (low resolution) and mesh M5, consisting of approximately 6.6
millions cells represents the highest resolution considered in this grid sensitivity study. As demonstrated in Table 3,
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Fig. 8. Benchmark (dashed black line) and the optimized (continuous red line) hydrofoil sections. Each control point is free to move in a rectangular
region (blue) defined by the two corner points. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)

(a) Drag coefficient.

(b) Lift coefficient.

Fig. 9. Drag (Fig. 9(a)) and lift (Fig. 9(b)) coefficients predicted at σ = 0.05 and α = 10◦ for the benchmark geometry presented in Table 2.
Continuous lines indicating high fidelity resolution and dashed lines indicating low fidelity resolution.
Table 3
High and low-fidelity QoIs for the hydrofoil benchmark geometry described in Table 1.
Name

No. cells

CPU time [s]

CD

CL

C D /C D (M5)

C L /C L (M5)

MESH 1 (M1)
MESH 2 (M2)
MESH 3 (M3)
MESH 4 (M4)
MESH 5 (M5)

6.31E+5
1.193E+6
3.514E+6
5.513E+6
6.608E+6

36.76
64.4
317.04
790.56
1071.2

2.246E−2
2.278E−2
2.323E−2
2.341E−2
2.343E−2

1.158E−1
1.182E−1
1.209E−1
1.22E−1
1.221E−1

−4.15%
−2.79%
−0.87%
−0.08%
–

−5.11%
−3.16%
−0.94%
−0.09%
–

mesh M3 represents the best trade-off between the numerical accuracy and the computational requirements, hence it is
used as high-fidelity prediction model while mesh M1 will be used to produce low-fidelity predictions. Fig. 9 confirms
results presented in Table 3, by showcasing time-histories for the drag (Fig. 9(a)) and the lift (Fig. 9(b)) coefficients
as predicted by the five different grid resolution. Mesh M1 has been selected as low-fidelity predictor while mesh M3
as high-fidelity predictor.
As shown in Fig. 10 low resolution grids (M1) generally underestimate forces; this is especially evident for the lift
coefficient presenting discrepancy as high as 12% for the benchmark hydrofoil. The principal cause of this discrepancy
is an inaccurate prediction of the cavity detachment both from the leading edge and from the face cavitator, leading
to underestimating lift and drag forces with respect to the highly refined grid. The under-resolved boundary layer
grid affects the ability to predict the cavity detachment point correctly and it is ultimately responsible for the highly
unstable flow solution demonstrated by the unsteady nature of forces in Fig. 10. To further investigate over the flow
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Fig. 10. Lift (red curves) and drag (black curves) coefficients time-histories predicted at σ = 0.05 and α = 10◦ for the benchmark geometry
presented in Table 2. Five different numerical grids have been used to verify the numerical model, to ensure mesh independence and to rank mesh
resolutions in terms of prediction accuracy and computational effort (see Table 3). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Table 4
High and low-fidelity QoIs for the hydrofoil benchmark geometry described in Table 1.
Max. Co/time-step

CD

CL

C D st.dev.

C L st.dev.

5
2
1
7.5E−4

2.291E−2
2.27E−2
2.264E−2
2.262E−2

1.199E−1
1.19E−1
1.19E−1
1.189E−1

2.38%
0.74%
0.6%
0.07%

2.4%
0.75%
0.6%
0.07%

Table 5
High and low-fidelity QoIs for the hydrofoil benchmark geometry described in Table 1.
QoIs

HF

LF

L/D (QoI1,B )
C L (QoI2,B )
tk25%b (QoI3,B )
tk50%b (QoI4,B )
tk75%b (QoI5,B )

5.5185
0.10173
1.421e−2 m
1.614e−2 m
2.287e−2 m

5.4682
0.09998
1.514e−2 m
1.584e−2 m
1.802e−2 m

instabilities occurring when using low-resolution grids, we performed a time-step sensitivity study on the benchmark
hydrofoil. The CFD solution is obtained using an adjustable time-step technique based on maximum Courant numbers.
Table 4 presents results of the time-step sensitivity analysis performed using the low-fidelity resolution grid. In this
analysis, we systematically changed the maximum Co showing that decreasing the time-step leads to an attenuation
of forces oscillations. Using low-fidelity resolution grids in combination with large time-steps produces numerical
instabilities in the flow solution hence in the forces prediction. Numerical instabilities are mitigated by decreasing the
maximum Courant number or by adopting a fixed time-step technique, as demonstrated in Table 4.
Fig. 11 presents four flow snapshots indicating the cavity shape and the pressure distribution on the hydrofoil
surface once a steady state is reached. The detachment of the cavity on the pressure surface is controlled by the face
cavitator which artificially increases the angle of attack of the hydrofoil. As a result, at α = 10◦ , the pressure peak is
significantly concentrated close to the leading edge as shown in Figs. 11(c) and 11(d). The high fidelity resolution grid
features a sharp cavity detachment both from the leading edge (Fig. 11(a)) and from the face cavitator (Fig. 11(c)).
The low fidelity resolution grid does enable capturing of sharp cavity detachment, as demonstrated by Figs. 11(b) and
11(d). Table 5 presents results for the benchmark hydrofoil, obtained with the different grid resolutions.
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(a) Suction side high fidelity solution.

(b) Suction side low fidelity solution.

(c) Pressure side high fidelity solution.

(d) Pressure side low fidelity solution.

Fig. 11. Pressure coefficient for the benchmark super-cavitating hydrofoil. Stagnation regions are indicated with red colors while blue uniform
color represents the constant pressure corresponding to the vapor pressure on the hydrofoil suction side. Left side panels present results for high
fidelity resolution grid while low fidelity solution is presented in the right side panels. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

4.1. Multi-fidelity optimization
The constrained optimization problem can be summarized as
minimize

(C D (x)/C L (x))/(C D /C L ) B

subject to

0.09 ≤ C L (x) ≤ 0.11,

x∈X ⊂R17

(20)

tk25%b (x), tk50%b (x), tk75%b (x) ≥ 1.32 cm.
The 17-dimensional design space described in Table 1 has been initially sampled using a Latin Hypercube strategy
(see [43]) to obtain hydrofoil geometries for which QoIs are predicted using the multi-resolution URANS simulation
framework previously described. Two nested data set resulted from this sampling strategy: the first (s1 ) consists of
1000 points to be evaluated using the coarse grid resolution while the second (s2 ) consists of 100 hydrofoils to be
evaluated using the fine grid resolution.
The design space is graphically presented in Fig. 8 where we highlighted in blue shades the regions in which each
control point can be located. Variables controlling the shape of the hydrofoil face significantly affect the lift coefficient.
In particular, the shape of the pressure surface, having a double curvature profile upstream the face cavitator, might
induce cavity formation or flow separation on the hydrofoil face. This can harmfully reduce the lift coefficient hence
the performance of the hydrofoil. To safeguard against this possibility we selected very narrow bounds for variables (xk
k = 1,2, . . . ,9). Control points regulating the shape of the hydrofoil suction surface (xk k = 10,11, . . . ,15) are allowed
to move in larger regions. In super-cavitating conditions the entire suction surface is in fact enveloped in a vapor cavity
hence the shape of the hydrofoil back gives a negligible contribution to the lift and drag coefficients. Nevertheless,
points closer to the leading edge significantly affect the thickness of the cavity, therefore we have gradually shrunk
the allowable regions moving closer to the hydrofoil leading edge.
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Fig. 12. Low and high-fidelity estimates of the Q O I1 (L/D) expressed in Eq. (18). Each point represents the efficiency of a hydrofoil (i), blue
circles represent realizations of the URANS low fidelity resolution plotted against realizations of high fidelity resolution URANS solver (highfidelity). Benchmark geometry is represented by the yellow dot. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

( ) ( )
Fig. 12 presents the correlation between the two levels of fidelity in terms of DL i / DL B . Each point of Fig. 12 is a
realization of QoI1 , i for a random hydrofoil i belonging to the data set s1 ∩ s2 . Fig. 12 demonstrates the existence of a
very good linear correlation between low and high fidelity data. We divided the plot in Fig. 12 in 4 different quadrants
according to the results obtained for the benchmark hydrofoil (represented by the yellow dot). Roughly 50% of points
(45 geometries) lie in the first and fourth quadrants (abscissa greater than one). These hydrofoils are characterized by
higher efficiency with respect to the benchmark. Similarly, the low fidelity solver predicts better performance for the
43 hydrofoils lying in the first and second quadrants (ordinate greater than one).
Realizations in Fig. 12 constitute the training data-set used to calibrate the multi-fidelity GP surrogates. In
particular, we estimate the GP model parameters for each of the two fidelity levels {µ̂t , σ̂t2 , σ̂ϵ2t , ρ̂t−1 , θ̂t }, t = 1, 2 by
maximizing the marginal likelihood of the GP model using the gradient descent optimizer L-BFGS (see [28]). Once
the optimal set of parameters has been identified, we have a surrogate model that can be cheaply sampled to return
predictions of the lift and drag coefficient as well as cavity thickness for a new given hydrofoil design. Moreover,
these predictions come with variance estimates that are a direct output of this Bayesian workflow, and can be used to
quantify the accuracy or inadequacy of the surrogate model, but also to design an efficient sampling plan for the next
iterations of the shape optimization loop. To this end, we have used the expected improvement acquisition function
(see [40,29]) in order to balance the surrogate-based exploration versus exploitation trade-off in the design space, and
efficiently pursue the identification of a globally optimal shape (see [44,29]). Specifically, in order to accommodate
constraints on the lift coefficient and the cavity thickness, we have adopted a reformulated expected improvement
acquisition function as described by Hernandez et al. [45], thus limiting our search in regions of the design space for
which our constraint criteria are met.
In each iteration of this Bayesian optimization loop, we first train the multi-fidelity GP surrogates and identify a
new design by maximizing the expected improvement criterion (see [40]). Hence, we are able to identify a smaller
set of new designs to be investigated with the high fidelity solver to reduce the uncertainty in the construction of the
stochastic response surface. We evaluate the performance of this new set of hydrofoils using the high-fidelity URANS
solver and we subsequently append these results to the training data-set before we proceed to the next iteration.
The stochastic response surface formulated through this multi-fidelity framework is able to predict a combination
of design variables which minimizes the quantity of interest QoI1 defined in Eq. (18), while respecting constraints
for the remaining QoIs (lift coefficient and cavity thickness). The candidate design resulting after 5 iterations of
the multi-fidelity Bayesian optimization loop is described in Table 6 (Candidate 1) and it is compared with the
benchmark geometry. The result predicted using the multi-fidelity Gaussian process regression framework has been
validated performing high fidelity simulations on the optimum shape. Using a total of 1100 low-and 148 high-fidelity
simulations we are able, after 5 iterations of the proposed multi-fidelity optimization loop, to predict QoIs with high
level of accuracy: a discrepancy of approximately 1% has been obtained between QoI1 predicted by the stochastic
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Table 6
Comparison between the benchmark and the candidate design resulting
from the multi-fidelity prediction in the narrow bounds space. Optimized
shape values have been colored in blue or red when landed to the lower
or upper bound respectively.

response surface and the one predicted by the high fidelity URANS solver (deterministic). The optimized shape of the
hydrofoil wing section is compared with the benchmark geometry in Fig. 8.
Table 6 presents the 17 components of the design vectors defining the benchmark and the optimized geometry. We
highlighted each variable landing on the minimum (blue text) or on the maximum bound (red text). It is interesting to
notice that each variable representing the optimized hydrofoil corresponds to the minimum or the maximum bound,
suggesting that better shapes can be found outside the design space defined in Table 1. Fig. 8 shows that both the
pressure and the suction surfaces of the optimized wing section have been modified with respect to the benchmark
hydrofoil. In particular, the point indicated in Fig. 1 as m 6 and controlled by variables x10 (chord-wise direction)
and x13 (thickness wise direction) has moved to its maximum chord-wise position and minimum y position, hence
reducing the thickness of the hydrofoil close to the leading edge and aligning to the angle of attack α = 10◦ . This
results in a slight increase of the cavity thickness close to the leading edge (tk25%b , tk50%b and tk75%b ) as demonstrated
in Table 9 and Fig. 15. Points m 7 and m 8 have moved in the chord-wise direction closer to the leading edge, while
landing on their maximum y bound. The consequence is a significant increase of the curvature of the suction surface
as clear in Fig. 8. Each control point defining the shape of the pressure side (m 1 , m 2 , m 3 and m 4 ) has moved closer
to the leading edge. The first three control points (m 1 , m 2 , m 3 ) land on a maximum y value increasing their vertical
distance with respect to the leading edge while point m 4 landed on a minimum y position. This causes a pressure
surface curvature increase which directly affects the pressure distribution on the hydrofoil face and consequently the
generated lift, as demonstrated in Fig. 15. The face cavitator moves towards the maximum value of variable x9 with
the direct effect of changing the cavity detachment position and virtually increasing the operating angle of attack.
In light of the results obtained for the design space described in Table 1, we enlarged the bounds of each variable
considering a wider domain. The new design space described is presented in Table 7 and it corresponds to the red
shaded regions in Fig. 13. We selected larger bounds for the variables controlling the shape of the pressure surface
with the goal of improving the hydrofoil performance by modifying the camber distribution. We enlarged the bounds
for the variables controlling the shape of the suction surface with the specific aim to increase the cavity thickness,
hence improving the stability of the cavitating regime and reducing the possibility of cavity closure on the hydrofoil
back. The comparison with the previous design space presented in Fig. 13 demonstrates the significant scaling and
modification of the design space.
We selected a larger initial data set to be used to train the GP surrogates in the wider design space. The new design
space has been sampled selecting two nested sets: the first (s1 ) consisting of 2000 points to be evaluated using the
coarse grid resolution while the second (s2 ) consisting of 1000 hydrofoils to be evaluated using the fine grid resolution.
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Fig. 13. Comparison between the benchmark (dashed black line) and the optimized (continuous red line) wing sections. For each point of the
control polygon defining the composite B-Splines curve we represented a point for the upper bound and a point for the lower bound. These two
points define a rectangular region (blue) in which the control point can be located. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Table 7
Benchmark design and wide bounds of design variables.
Variable

Benchmark

ximin

ximax

x1
x2
x3
x4
x5
x6
x7
x8
x9
x10
x11
x12
x13
x14
x15
x16
x17

7.764E−2
2.756E−1
3.581E−1
5.438E−1
2.58E−3
7.23E−3
1.767E−2
2.297E−2
5.3E−4
1.981E−1
3.946E−1
5.19E−1
3.161E−2
6.041E−2
7.299E−2
3
15

4.5E−2
2.E-1
3.15E−1
5.E-1
0.E+0
2.E-3
1.386E−2
5.E-3
5.E-4
1.774E−1
3.693E−1
4.95E−1
2.817E−2
5.04E−2
6.9E−2
2
10

1.5E−1
3.E-1
4.499E−1
5.927E−1
5.E-3
1.1E−2
3.38E−2
2.5E−2
5.E-3
2.501E−1
4.5E−1
6.05E−1
3.52E−2
6.359E−2
7.839E−2
4
20

Fig. 14 presents the correlation between the low and the high fidelity realizations of the QoI1 , for the set of designs
s1 ∩ s2 . With the enlarged design space we were able to select many hydrofoils having better performance than the
benchmark geometry (yellow dot in Fig. 14): the high fidelity solver predicts in fact 79% of improved geometries
(793/1000 hydrofoils) while the low fidelity solver predicts 92% of improved geometries (917/1000). This time the
correlations slightly deviate from linearity with respect to the one presented in Fig. 12. Nevertheless it was possible
to employ the linear auto-regressive scheme to build stochastic response surfaces for all QoIs.
After one iteration we were able to find a candidate design (Candidate 2) respecting the constraints in terms of lift
coefficient and cavity thickness while improving the DL ratio of about 7% with respect to the benchmark geometry.
The root wing section of Candidate 2 is shown in Fig. 13 together with the benchmark and Candidate 1 root sections.
The numerical value of Candidate 2 design vector is presented in Table 8 where it is compared with the benchmark
hydrofoil design vector. As highlighted in Table 8, some of the design variables still land on the boundary of the
design space: this is the case of the two mid-chord points at the hydrofoil suction surface, the first two points of the
pressure surface as well as the face cavitator. Points m 7 and m 8 on the hydrofoil back, tend to move closer to each
other, enhancing the curvature of the bump on the suction surface but increasing the alignment of the leading edge
with the incoming flow and consequently increasing the cavity thickness close to the leading edge. Points m 1 and m 2
land on the minimum bound for the chord-wise position (x1 and x2 ) and the maximum bound for their y position,
actually reducing the thickness of the hydrofoil at the leading edge, hence increasing the possibility of leading edge
fluttering. Their relative position with respect to points m 3 and m 4 is the main cause of the deep hollow in the hydrofoil
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Fig. 14. Low and high-fidelity estimates of the QoI1 (L/D) expressed in Eq. (18). Each point presents results for a random hydrofoil (i), red circles
represent realizations of the URANS low fidelity resolution plotted against realizations of high fidelity resolution URANS solver (high-fidelity).
Benchmark geometry is represented by the yellow dot. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.)
Table 8
Comparison between the benchmark and the candidate design resulting
from the multi-fidelity prediction in the wide bounds design space. Optimized shape values have been colored in blue or red when landed to the
lower or upper bound respectively.

pressure surface resulting in larger high pressure regions on the hydrofoil face as demonstrated in Fig. 15. The face
cavitator, controlled by variable x9 , moves towards higher y values effectively increasing the virtual angle of attack,
but possibly compromising the detachment position of the face cavity. Aspect ratio (x16 ) assumes a maximum value
indicating the benefits of having a larger span to chord ratios in reducing the influence of the tip vortex and three
dimensional effects on the lift and drag coefficients of the hydrofoil. Moreover, the higher sweep angle (x17 ) reduces
three dimensional effects and the effect of induced velocities on the hydrofoil span.
5. Conclusions
We have presented a design optimization study aimed to maximize the performance of a super-cavitating three
dimensional hydrofoil using a Bayesian nonparametric framework based on Gaussian process priors. This innovative
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(a) Narrow bounds—suction side.

(b) Wide bounds—suction side.

(c) Narrow bounds—pressure side.

(d) Wide bounds—pressure side.
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Fig. 15. Pressure coefficient for the two hydrofoil shapes optimized using the Bayesian Multi-Fidelity Framework. Stagnation regions are indicated
with red colors while blue uniform color represents the constant pressure corresponding to the vapor pressure on the hydrofoil suction side. Left side
panels present results for the hydrofoil optimized in the narrow design space while right side panels for the wide design space. (For interpretation
of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Table 9
QoIs predicted using the high fidelity model for the benchmark design and the two candidates resulting from the multi-fidelity Bayesian
optimization.
QoIs

Benchmark

Candidate 1

Candidate 2

L/D
cL
tk25%b
tk50%b
tk75%b

5.5185
0.1017
1.421e−2 m
1.614e−2 m
1.848e−2 m

5.6978
0.1034
1.445e−2 m
1.647e−2 m
1.858e−2 m

5.9316
0.0995
1.316e−2 m
1.884e−2 m
1.861e−2 m

numerical framework enables the construction of accurate multi-fidelity surrogates using a small number of highfidelity training data in conjunction with a larger number of less expensive low-fidelity observations. The resulting
response surfaces can accurately predict quantities of interest with quantified uncertainty, at a fraction of the
computational cost required using approaches that solely utilize high-fidelity data.
The three dimensional shape of the unconventional SBSC hydrofoil has been described in a high dimensional
design space by means of a fully parametric model specifically conceived for dual mode operations (sub-cavitating,
super-cavitating). The complex unsteady, multi-phase, turbulent flow pattern has been simulated using URANS
numerical models on finite volume grids. This fluid dynamic model enabled the prediction of the hydrofoil efficiency
(L/D) and lift force, as well as the stability of the super-cavitating regime, expressed in terms of thickness of the vapor
cavity on the hydrofoil suction surface. The accuracy of the CFD model has been validated by comparing numerical
results with experiments performed for a conventional super-cavitating hydrofoil at different angles of attack and
cavitation numbers.
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By synergistically combining simulations performed with different resolution grids we were able to accurately
construct response surfaces for the fluid dynamic quantities of interest that enabled to improve the hydrofoil
performance expressed in terms of L/D of about 7% while maintaining the required lift force and a sufficiently thick
vapor cavity ensuring stability of the super-cavitating flow pattern.
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